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5.3 AIRCOSEVER

Rather than spending a lot of money on an expensive new air conditioning system, there is an easy and affordable 

way to  improve the energy efficiency of your existing unit: upgrade with an AIRCOSAVER.

ENERGY SAVINGS OF 20-30%, SHORT AMORTIZATION PERIOD

Independent testing and benchmark installations have shown average energy savings of between 20% and 30% with some  

customers reporting even greater savings. The payback time for most applications is well under two years.

FOR WHICH SYSTEMS IS THE AIRCOSAVER SUITABLE?

The AIRCOSAVER standard version is suitable for most residential and light commercial AC DX (direct expansion) 

systems,  for example, window and wall mount units, single partition systems and cassette units. The standard 

AIRCOSAVER does  not work with chilled water systems, evaporative cooling systems, inverter type systems or multi split

systems

ADAPTATION SYSTEM - EASY AND QUICK TO INSTALL

AirCOSAVER is designed to be installed in existing systems as a retrofit device. Installation is simple and

takes approximately 15 minutes (depending on local situations). Each AIRCOSAVER provides a detailed step-

by-step installation manual.

AIRCOSAVER FEATURES AND BENEFITS:

• Separate versions for all main power supplies (230V, 110V, 24V)

• Available with or without strain relief for internal or external mounting

• Automatic parameter adjustments to save energy without a noticeable decrease in cooling comfort

• Optimized for systems up to 10 tons

•Protection against short cycle and general protection of the compressor

• Shockproof, non-flammable polycarbonate housing

• Tested and conforms to international product safety and EMC standards

• Developed and manufactured in Germany with the highest quality standards
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AIRCOSAVER FEATURES AND  

BENEFITS:

TYPICAL AIRCOSAVER INSTALLATIONS INCLUDE:

•Houses and offices

• Schools and universities

• Restaurants and hotels

• Shops and supermarket

IMPROVING ENERGY EFFICIENCY IS THE BEST SHORT-TERM RESPONSE TO CURRENT ENERGY PROBLEMS

Until cleaner and more sustainable energy sources are available on a large scale, improving the energy efficiency of  

current systems is the best way to reduce CO2 emissions and save energy.

And best of all, everyone can contribute!

AIR CONDITIONING HAS HUGE POTENTIAL TO IMPROVE EFFICIENCY

Air conditioning is one of the largest energy consumers in the residential and industrial sector. Thousands of air  

conditioners make huge demands on electrical grids. On a smaller scale, air conditioning probably represents a significant  

part of YOUR energy bill. Many existing air conditioners use old and rather inefficient technology. Although improved  

technology has been available in more expensive systems (eg inverter technology), the payback time for these systems is  

still very long. Instead of investing a lot of money in an expensive new system, there is an easy and affordable way to  

improve the energy efficiency of your unit. Update it with an AIRCOSAVER

ARCOSAIVER ...

• It is an electronic control unit that adds state-of-the-art intelligence to air conditioning systems and improves their energy

efficiency. 

• Achieves average energy savings of between 20% and 30%, resulting in a short payback period. 

• It is an adaptation product to update existing units

HOW DOES THE AIRCOSAVER WORK?

Typical systems deficiencies

When turned on, typical air conditioning systems run continuously until the room thermostat senses the desired  

temperature and turns the system off. As the room warms up, the thermostat turns the air conditioner back on and the  

cycle repeats. Air conditioning systems are often sized to cope with the extreme cooling demands of the hottest few  days 

of the year (plus a margin of safety). However, under most operating conditions, this maximum output is not  necessary

and the system is oversized. Therefore, running the system continuously until the room thermostat turns it  off means that 

the system runs at excess capacity most of the time.

A typical cooling cycle with excess capacity looks like this:

• When the cycle starts, the compressor pushes the cooling energy into the heat exchanger which acts as a Energy storage. 

At this stage, the system works with high efficiency, since the compressors work in a most efficiently when fully charged. 

• Under normal weather conditions, the energy storage "charges" soon. From this point on, the compressor provides more 

cooling energy than the heat exchanger can handle (thermodynamic saturation). 

• Running the compressor beyond this stage no longer increases the cooling effect. It's just a waste of Energy! 


